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Ontogenetic scaling of pelvic limb muscles, tendons and
locomotor economy in the ostrich (Struthio camelus)

ABSTRACT
In rapidly growing animals there are numerous selective pressures and
developmental constraints underpinning the ontogenetic development
of muscle–tendon morphology and mechanical properties. Muscle
force generating capacity, tendon stiffness, elastic energy storage
capacity and efficiency were calculated from muscle and tendon
morphological parameters and in vitro tendon mechanical properties
obtained from a growth series of ostrich cadavers. Ontogenetic scaling
relationships were established using reduced major axis regression
analysis. Ostrich pelvic limb muscle mass and cross-sectional area
broadly scaled with positive allometry, indicating maintained or
relatively greater capacity for maximum isometric force generation in
larger animals. The length of distal limb tendons was found to scale
with positive allometry in several tendons associated with antigravity
support and elastic energy storage during locomotion. Distal limb
tendon stiffness scaled with negative allometry with respect to body
mass, with tendons being relatively more compliant in larger birds.
Tendon material properties also appeared to be size-dependent,
suggesting that the relative increased compliance of tendons in larger
ostriches is due in part to compensatory distortions in tendon material
properties during maturation and development, not simply from
ontogenetic changes in tendon geometry. Our results suggest that
the previously reported increase in locomotor economy through
ontogeny in the ostrich is due to greater potential for elastic energy
storage with increasing body size. In fact, the rate of this increase may
be somewhat greater than the conservative predictions of previous
studies, thus illustrating the biological importance of elastic tendon
structures in adult ostriches.
KEY WORDS: Growth, Ontogeny, Allometry, Biped, Economical
locomotion, Locomotor efficiency

INTRODUCTION

Species over a large size range move in a dynamically similar manner
(Alexander and Jayes, 1983; Bullimore and Burn, 2004, 2006).
Complete dynamic similarity requires relevant locomotor parameters
to scale appropriately with size and requires geometrically similar
body morphology; however, animals across species achieve
similarity through appropriate scaling of body segments and
postural alterations with increasing body mass (Biewener, 1989).
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Despite these adaptations to increasing body size, there is increasing
evidence that interspecific scaling relationships may not reflect those
that occur within a species during growth (Carrier, 1983; Young,
2005; Main and Biewener, 2007; Smith et al., 2010; Smith and
Wilson, 2013).
As animals grow, their mass increases, and therefore so does the
ground reaction force. This is generally considered to be accompanied
by an increase in muscle force development (Biewener, 2005), which
results in greater stresses experienced by bone, muscle and tendon
(Biewener, 2005). As musculoskeletal stresses increase, so does risk
of failure or injury (Biewener and Bertram, 1990; Biewener, 2008).
Larger animals can reduce these stresses via postural alterations that
result in increased effective mechanical advantage (EMA; Biewener,
1983) but at the expense of some locomotor performance (e.g.
accelerative ability; Biewener, 1989, 2005). However, studies in
growing ostriches (Smith et al., 2010; Smith and Wilson, 2013)
suggest that both limb posture and EMA are independent of body
size. Conversely, changes to the kinematics and kinetics of ostrich
locomotion during ontogeny demonstrate trends similar to those
found between species of increasing size, resulting in many gait
parameters scaling close to dynamic similarity (Smith et al., 2010).
This species hence appears to exhibit a lack of compensatory postural
adaptation alongside maintained locomotor performance during
growth. This, together with the concomitant increased loading that
accompanies a higher body mass, may be expected to result in
changes to stresses, and therefore safety factors, within some
elements of the musculoskeletal system. It is possible, however,
that the anatomical structure or material properties of key
musculoskeletal tissues could be altered to ensure that strain levels
remain within acceptable limits throughout growth.
Musculoskeletal tissues show considerable ability to respond and
adapt to changes in the loading environment (Rubin and Lanyon,
1985; Reeves et al., 2003; Saadat et al., 2006), and adaptive
musculoskeletal responses have been reported in previous
ontogenetic scaling studies. Positive allometric scaling of long
bones has been noted in a range of species during ontogeny (Carrier,
1983; Main and Biewener, 2007; Smith et al., 2010; Doube et al.,
2011; Lamas et al., 2014) suggesting that bone stresses may, at least in
part, be maintained via structural changes to the skeleton. In terms of
muscle adaptations across species of increasing size, there is a relative
reduction in muscle force (∝M0.74-0.8, where M is body mass;
Alexander et al., 1981; Biewener, 1989). This, coupled with the
interspecific scaling of extensor muscle fibre length (∝M 0.23) and
mass (∝M 1.03) (Alexander et al., 1981), suggests a decreased ability
of muscles to generate force relative to their size in larger animals. In
contrast, through ontogeny, in the ostrich the relative muscle force is
conserved throughout growth (∝M 1.0; Smith et al., 2010) with
positive allometric scaling of muscle mass across ontogeny being
demonstrated in ostrich and other avian muscles (Lamas et al., 2014;
Picasso, 2010; Paxton et al., 2010; Dial and Carrier, 2012). This
suggests that, not only are muscle forces likely to be maintained to
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support body mass during growth within a species, but that adult
limbs may be specifically adapted for enhanced muscle power
production over their juvenile counterparts (Lamas et al., 2014).
Trends for scaling of tendon morphology in growing animals are
less clear. Interspecific studies indicate isometric scaling of tendon
cross-sectional area (Pollock and Shadwick, 1994a; Bullimore and
Burn, 2005), implying that tendon stresses are likely to scale ∝M 0.33
and elastic energy storage capacity ∝M 0.66. The ratio of muscle to
tendon cross-sectional area, however, scaled with positive allometry,
suggesting greater relative tendon stress (and strain) and
proportionally more elastic energy storage in larger mammals
(Pollock and Shadwick, 1994a). Other studies have argued that
large animals have less opportunity for elastic strain energy storage
because they take fewer steps for a given distance, have a more
upright posture and smaller joint excursions (Bullimore and Burn,
2005; Taylor, 1994). These latter relationships, however, do not hold
true during ontogeny (Smith and Wilson, 2013). Indeed in emu, the
morphology (as defined by measurements of length and crosssectional area) of 50% of tendons scaled with positive allometry
during growth, with the rest scaling isometrically (Lamas et al.,
2014). This suggests that at least some tendons in adult animals may
have enhanced or at least equivalent potential for elastic energy
storage compared with their juvenile counterparts. These previous
ontogenetic studies have used estimation and simple models to
indirectly explore scaling relationships of tendon functional
properties such as elastic energy storage capacity (Smith and
Wilson, 2013; Lamas et al., 2014). However, to date, ontogenetic
variation of directly measured functional tendon properties across a
broad size range have not been determined within a species. The
distal limb tendons of the ostrich are of interest since the limb design
of this species appears optimised for high-speed economical
locomotion utilising elastic energy storage in tendons (Smith et al.,
2006; Smith and Wilson, 2013).
There are likely to be a variety of selective pressures and
developmental constraints underpinning ontogenetic development of
muscle and tendon morphology and properties, particularly in species
that exhibit extremely rapid growth, such as ratites. Ostriches
typically grow to over 100 kg within a year (Cooper, 2005) at
rates of up to 455 g day−1 during periods of maximum growth
(70–98 days; Degen et al., 1991). As such, further information is
needed to elucidate dynamic ontogenetic relationships of muscle and
tendon structure and function in these animals. Many studies have
used quantitative measures of muscle and tendon anatomy to produce
simple but effective estimates of biomechanical function (e.g. Lieber
and Blevins, 1989; Payne et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2006; Williams
et al., 2008a,b), and collectively these metrics represent major
determinants of how muscles produce force and movement (Lieber
and Blevins, 1989). Muscle fibre length and ‘physiological crosssectional area’ (PCSA) respectively provide estimates of the working
range and force-generating capacity of muscles. Greater working
ranges come at a cost of reduced muscle forces and vice versa;
however, muscles that produce high forces over a large working range
(i.e. to do large amounts of work) do exist (e.g. iliofibularis in the
ostrich; Smith et al., 2006): the muscle volume must be large to allow
a large cross section of long fibres. Such muscles are powerful, have
large masses and high associated metabolic costs. We aim in this
study to explore how quantitative measures of muscle anatomy are
associated with body mass to explore the ontogenetic scaling of
muscle function. We also aim to experimentally examine tendon
loading response to explore the scaling relationships of tendon
stiffness, elastic energy storage, and efficiency in growing ostriches.
Considering previous studies (both interspecific and ontogenetic),
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we hypothesise that muscle and tendon morphological parameters
will scale in the ostrich with positive allometry. However, since
individual muscles and tendons will vary in terms of their functional
contribution to body weight support, we hypothesise that specific
ontogenetic scaling relationships will depend on the functional
specialisation of the muscle–tendon unit within the limb. We further
hypothesise that tendon stiffness will scale with negative allometry in
an ontogenetic growth series to reflect the theoretical scaling
enhancements of elastic energy storage previously reported in adult
ostriches (Smith and Wilson, 2013).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects

The study was approved by the Royal Veterinary College Ethics and
Welfare Committee, UK, reference no. 2011 1123. Eighteen ostrich
cadavers of ages ranging from hatching to 2 years were obtained
opportunistically from a UK ostrich farm (Pathfinder Ostrich Farm,
Chesham, UK). A single farm was used to standardise husbandry
and feeding practices, in order to minimise the confounding
influence of nutrition and exercise variations on the study. All
ostriches were kept free range from birth until death and fed standard
pelleted lucerne feed. Ostriches used for the study were deemed to
be free from obvious musculoskeletal pathology or nutritional
deficits and died after a range of incidents unrelated to this study (for
example skull fracture, ingestion of foreign objects). Ostriches were
collected from the farm within 24 h of death, and immediately
frozen at −20°C. Cadavers were stored at 4°C for 24–48 h prior
to dissection.
Muscle and tendon parameters

Each bird was dissected in order for muscle and tendon architectural
parameters to be measured, and to obtain tendon samples. Left limbs
were skinned and systematically dissected in accordance with the
methodology in Smith et al. (2006). Fascicles were revealed by
making incisions longitudinally from origin to insertion, or parallel
with the internal tendon (as appropriate) through the muscle belly
until the plane of the muscle fascicles had been obtained (i.e. when
the entire fascicle bundle could be seen). The lengths of 10 random
fascicles, from different areas of the belly, were measured with a
flexible plastic tape measure (accurate to 1 mm). The measurement
of muscle fascicles allows an estimate, rather than microscopic
measurement of muscle fibre length. The tendon of origin and
insertion (if present) were removed, and tendon and muscle belly
resting length and mass were measured, with masses recorded using
a set of electronic scales (PL1502E, Mettler Toledo, Leicester, UK).
After anatomical measurements were taken, tendons were wrapped
in moist tissue and cling film, and placed in a sealed plastic bag to
maintain hydration. They were then immediately frozen intact at
−20°C until mechanical testing took place.
Muscle volume was determined by dividing muscle mass by
muscle density (1.06 g cm−3; Mendez and Keys, 1960). PCSA was
calculated as muscle volume/fascicle length. Estimated tendon
cross-sectional area (CSAA) was determined by dividing tendon
volume (tendon mass divided by a published value for tendon
density of 1.12 g cm−3; Ker, 1981) by tendon length. For those
tendons subject to mechanical testing [extensor digitorum longus
(EDL), flexor perforans et perforatus digiti III (FPPD3) and flexor
perforatus digiti III (FPD3)], the CSA of the central part of the
tendon sample (CSAB) was also measured using an alginate gel
mould, as per Goodship and Birch (2005). In short, alginate gel
impressions were made of the central portion of the tested portion
of tendon using dust-free alginate impression material (Blueprint
2
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x-crème, Dentsply Sirona, Weybridge, UK). The cross section of the
created mould was photographed with a digital camera and the CSA
of the moulded area was measured using freely available image
processing software (ImageJ, NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA; Schneider
et al., 2012).
Mechanical testing

Tendon samples were defrosted and prepared for testing by
wrapping the middle portion of the tendon in moist tissue and
cling film (to maintain hydration) and leaving the proximal and
distal end sections for 48 h to dry (for ease of clamping; Haut, 1983;
Ker et al., 2000; Wang and Ker, 1995). Mechanical testing was
carried out at the University of Liverpool using an Instron E3000
Electropuls servo-electric materials testing machine (Instron, UK) at
room temperature. Tendons were clamped at the proximal and distal
ends using steel serrated face mechanical wedge action clamps.
Tendons divided distally for individual digits, and so clamping was
1 cm proximal to the split to ensure even loading across all collagen
fibres. The load cell was calibrated to 0 N with the mounted tendon
slack. Following this, a dynamic load-controlled cyclic sine wave
test (frequency 2 Hz, 1 kHz sampling rate, recording every cycle)
was carried out consisting of 40 cycles, of which the 20th to 29th
cycles were used for analysis to ensure appropriate preconditioning
of the tendon samples. For each tendon sample, the cyclic test was
carried out at 2, 3, 4 and 5% strain, in succession, or until tendon
failure or slippage in the clamps caused cessation of testing.
Tendons were not intentionally tested to failure since the maximum
load of the Instron device was not sufficient to rupture the tendons of
the largest birds, and due to the large diameters of these bigger
tendons, slippage in the clamps was a problem at high strains.
Analysis

Load versus displacement curves were plotted for each tendon for the
3% strain cyclic test in LabVIEW Version 8.6.1 (National
Instruments, UK). An example plot is provided in Fig. 1. A
second-order polynomial was fitted to the load–displacement data
during loading and unloading and analysed as per Vereecke and
Channon (2013). The integral of this quadratic with respect to
displacement (i.e. the area under the load–displacement curve)
provided the amount of energy stored and returned (energy
absorption capacity) during loading and unloading, respectively.
Hysteresis (the amount of energy lost as heat during a load–unload

Twenty-one muscles were included for analysis and are considered
here (see Figs S1–S6 for plots of each parameter against body mass).
Linear regression equations and coefficient of determination (r 2)
values for linear regressions of each measurement against body
mass are given in Table 1. Unless otherwise stated, the scaling
relationship for each parameter with body mass differed between
muscles (P<0.0001), and all relationships were significantly
different from zero (P<0.05).

EDL
FPD4

0.5

0
0

2

Relationships between variables (e.g. muscle physiological crosssectional area, tendon hysteresis) and body mass were explored.
Allometric equations were calculated for each variable by log10
transforming the data and using reduced major axis (RMA) linear
regression analysis to define the scaling relationship in the form y=bMa
[where y is a variable, b is the proportionality coefficient and a is a
scaling exponent (slope of the regression line)]. Analysis was carried
out in R version 3.2.2 using the lmodel2 package (https://CRAN.Rproject.org/package=lmodel2). An ANCOVA was undertaken to
compare the scaling relationships between muscles/tendons with
different functional roles. The t-ratio [(best fit slope−hypothetical
slope)/standard error of slope] for each relationship was used to
identify whether the slope of the regression line differed from zero and
from the predicted isometric scaling exponent for that parameter (0.33
for parameters relating to a length; 0.67 for those related to area and 1
for parameters associated with volume/mass). Significance was
accepted at α=0.05 for all statistical tests.
RESULTS

FPD3

1.0

Scaling analysis

6
4
Displacement (mm)

8

Fig. 1. Example tendon load–displacement curves for one ostrich
during cyclical loading at 3% strain. EDL, extensor digitorum longus; FPD3,
flexor perforatus digiti III; FPD4, flexor perforatus digiti IV. Data from Ostrich 2,
which weighed 140 kg. Red lines indicate the linear regions of the load–
displacement curve from which tendon stiffness measures were taken
using the slope, m, of the linear regression equation (where y=mx+c).

Muscle mass

The relationship between muscle mass and body mass exhibited
positive allometry (scaling exponent a>1; P<0.05) for all the
21 muscles considered (Table 1 and Fig. 2).
Muscle length

For 15 muscles, we found insufficient evidence of allometric
scaling of muscle length with body mass (a=0.33; P>0.05).
3
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cycle) was calculated as the difference between the integral of the
loading and unloading curves, divided by the integral of the loading
curve. When multiplied by 100, hysteresis gives a value for tendon
efficiency (%). A linear regression was plotted to every part of the
load–displacement curve (for every 10 data point section). The r 2
squared value of this fit was determined, and the most linear region
(r 2 closest to 1) of the curve was chosen as the linear region for
determination of tendon stiffness (Fig. 1). The appropriate selection
of a consistent linear region was corroborated by eye for every cycle/
tendon/individual within the custom written software, and it was
apparent from this visual assessment that the most linear region was
always towards the upper end of the load-displacement relationship,
i.e. between 2.5 and 3% strain. The r 2 values of the linear regression
equations were consistently above 0.99, supporting a good linearity of
the load–displacement relationship for the data. Tendon stiffness was
determined as the slope of the linear regression equation. Stress, σ,
was calculated by dividing load by the resting pre-load crosssectional area of the tendon sample (CSAB). Strain, ε, was calculated
by dividing tendon elongation during the test by original length of the
sample spanning the two test machine grips. In a similar fashion to
determination of stiffness, the Young’s modulus, E (MPa), was
calculated as the slope of the linear regression of the stress–strain data
in the linear portion of the loading curve. The r 2 of these regression
equations was always greater than 0.99.
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Table 1. Scaling coefficients, confidence intervals and coefficient of determination (r 2) values for experimentally measured muscle parameters,
as derived from RMA regression analysis
Mass

Length

Fascicle length

PCSA

Muscle

N

Slope

95% CI

r2

N

Slope

95% CI

r2

N

Slope

95% CI

r2

N

Slope

95% CI

r2

ILTC
A
FTE
FTM
FTA
FTI
ILTL
FCL
FCM
CF
PIF
OM
ILF
G
FPPD3
FPD3
FPD4
FDL
FL
TC
EDL

17
17
17
17
18
18
17
17
17
18
17
17
17
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

1.39
1.34
1.33
1.50
1.27
1.40
1.34
1.30
1.14
1.44
1.42
1.31
1.22
1.28
1.15
1.29
1.10
1.22
1.33
1.17
1.22

1.33–1.46
1.27–1.40
1.24–1.42
1.37–1.64
1.06–1.53
1.18–1.65
1.25–1.43
1.20–1.42
1.07–1.22
1.32–1.57
1.31–1.53
1.07–1.60
1.15–1.30
1.17–1.40
1.06–1.24
1.20–1.38
1.04–1.16
1.11–1.34
1.24–1.43
1.04–1.43
1.15–1.30

0.99
0.95
0.99
0.98
0.91
0.92
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.90
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.97
0.99
0.92
0.99

17
17
17
17
18
18
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

0.22
0.28
0.45
0.36
0.30
0.43
0.30
0.37
0.21
0.33
0.47
0.36
0.30
0.33
0.28
0.35
0.32
0.34
0.35
0.36
0.34

0.20–0.24
0.25–0.31
0.39–0.52
0.28–0.45
0.26–0.37
0.37–0.49
0.25–0.36
0.30–0.44
0.15–0.27
0.26–0.42
0.35–0.62
0.29–0.45
0.24–0.36
0.28–0.40
0.24–0.33
0.31–0.40
0.26–0.40
0.30–0.39
0.31–0.41
0.32–0.41
0.30–0.39

0.98
0.98
0.94
0.86
0.91
0.94
0.92
0.91
0.87
0.85
0.83
0.88
0.89
0.90
0.92
0.95
0.87
0.94
0.94
0.96
0.95

17
17
17
17
18
18
17
18
17
17
15
17
16
18
16
17
17
18
18
18
18

0.27
0.19
0.53
0.35
0.31
0.40
0.24
0.31
0.29
0.49
0.21
0.20
0.41
0.28
0.37
0.20
0.21
0.37
0.33
0.46
0.30

0.25–0.31
0.13–0.30
0.44–0.63
0.22–0.54
0.24–0.39
0.28–0.56
0.16–0.36
0.23–0.41
0.16–0.51
0.43–0.55
0.10–0.60
0.15–0.27
0.32–0.52
0.23–0.34
0.30–0.47
0.08–0.45
0.12–0.35
0.28–0.49
0.24–0.45
0.27–0.78
0.25–0.35

0.97
0.81
0.92
0.66
0.86
0.74
0.70
0.82
0.25
0.96
0.41
0.81
0.84
0.90
0.86
0.33
0.53
0.81
0.77
0.10
0.92

17
17
17
17
18
18
17
17
17
17
15
17
16
18
16
17
17
18
18
18
18

1.01
1.22
0.83
1.20
0.98
1.04
1.15
1.05
1.05
0.98
1.20
1.16
0.87
0.98
0.73
1.21
0.97
0.92
1.05
1.20
0.95

0.78–1.32
0.89–1.25
0.74–0.92
1.10–1.32
0.80–1.20
0.87–1.25
1.03–1.30
0.88–1.27
0.89–1.25
0.87–1.09
0.99–1.47
0.89–1.51
0.77–0.99
0.89–1.08
0.66–0.80
1.09–1.35
0.89–1.06
0.75–1.05
0.92–1.20
0.91–1.55
0.84–1.08

0.85
0.98
0.97
0.98
0.89
0.91
0.96
0.91
0.92
0.96
0.91
0.84
0.95
0.97
0.97
0.96
0.97
0.92
0.95
0.80
0.96

Slope is scaling exponent a. All results in plain font are statistically significant (P<0.05). Results in grey italics are not significant (P>0.05). N indicates
number of muscles used in regression analysis. Muscle abbreviations: A, ambiens; CF, caudofemoralis; EDL, extensor digitorum longus; FCL, flexor cruris
lateralis; FCM, flexor cruris medialis; FDL, flexor digitorum longus; FL, fibularis longus; FPD3, flexor perforatus digiti III; FPD4, flexor perforatus digiti IV; FPPD3,
flexor perforans et perforatus digiti III; FTA, femorotibialis accessorius; FTE, femorotibialis externus; FTI, femorotibialis internus; FTM, femorotibialis medius;
G, gastrocnemius; ILF, iliofibularis; ILTC, iliotibialis cranialis; ILTL, iliotibialis lateralis; OM, obturatorius medialis; PIF, pubo-ischio-femoralis; TC, tibialis cranialis.

There were several exceptions to this (Table 1 and Fig. 2A); three
muscles appeared to scale with positive allometry (a>0.33;
P<0.05; femorotibialis externus and internus, and pubo-ischiofemoralis) and three muscles appeared to scale with negative
allometry (a<0.33; P<0.05; ambiens, iliotibialis cranialis and
flexor cruris medialis).

remaining muscles showed no evidence of allometric scaling with
body mass in 15 muscles (a=0.33; P>0.05), scaled with negative
allometry in two muscles (ambiens and obturatoruis medialis;
a<0.33; P<0.05) and with positive allometry (a>0.33; P<0.05) in
the two remaining muscles (Table 2).

The relationship of muscle fascicle lengths with body mass was not
significant for four muscles (Table 1; P>0.05); these relationships
also had low r 2 values and so were excluded from subsequent
analysis and discussion (however data are included in tables and
figures in grey italics for information). For 12 muscles, muscle
fascicle length did not scale allometrically with body mass (a=0.33;
P>0.05). Of the other five muscles, three exhibited negative
allometric scaling (a<0.33; P<0.05) and two (femorotibialis
externus and caudofemoralis) exhibited positive allometry
(a>0.33; P<0.05).
Fascicle length:muscle length (FL:ML) ratio was independent of
body mass for 10 muscles (a=0; P<0.05; Fig. 2B). FL: ML ratio
scaled positively with body mass for four muscles (a>0; P<0.05;
iliotibialis cranialis, femorotibialis externus, FPPD3 and
caudofemoralis). The remaining seven muscles had a FL: ML
ratio which scaled negatively with body mass (a<0; P<0.05).
Muscle PCSA

All but one muscle showed positive allometric scaling of muscle
PCSA with body mass (a>0.67; P<0.05; Fig. 2A). The exception
was FPPD3, which showed no evidence of allometric scaling
(a=0.67; P>0.05).
Scaling relationships for muscle mass:PCSA ratio were not
significant (Table 2; P>0.05) in two muscles (flexor cruris medialis
and tibialis cranialis). The muscle mass:PCSA ratio for the

Eight major tendons of insertion were included for analysis. Linear
regression equations and r 2 values for linear regressions of each
measurement against body mass are given in Table 3. The scaling
relationship for tendon mass and length with body mass differed for
each tendon (P<0.0001). There was no evidence of allometric
scaling of tendon mass (a=1.0; P>0.05) for any tendons measured in
this study (Fig. 3A). There was no evidence of allometric scaling of
tendon length for five tendons (a=0.33; P>0.05). The tendon length
of gastrocnemius and two digital flexor muscles (FPD3 and FPD4)
scaled with slight positive allometry (a>0.33; P<0.05; Table 3;
Fig. 3B).
Tendon CSA

The scaling relationship for tendon CSAA with body mass differed
for each tendon (P<0.0001; Table 3). There was no evidence of
allometric scaling of tendon CSAA for seven tendons (a=0.67;
P>0.05); the remaining tendon scaled with negative allometry
(FPD3; a<0.67; P<0.05). CSAB showed no evidence of allometric
scaling (a=0.67; P>0.05) for all three tendons used for mechanical
testing (Table 4; Fig. 3C).
Tendon material properties

Scaling relationships for tendon material properties are based on
mechanical tests at 3% strain. The relationship between tendon
energy absorption capacity and body mass was similar for each
tendon (P>0.05) and not significantly different from 1 (Table 4;
4
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PCSA

Muscle mass

Muscle length

Fascicle length

HE
HE and KF
HF and KE
KE
AE and KF
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Fig. 2. Mean scaling exponents for the scaling of muscle architectural
parameters by muscle functional group. (A) Muscle mass, fascicle length,
length and muscle physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA). (B) Ratio of
muscle fascicle length:muscle length (FL:ML) and ratio of muscle mass:PCSA.
Bars represent the range of scaling exponents within each functional category
where the number of muscles within that category >1. Horizontal dashed lines
represent predicted isometric scaling exponents for each of: (A) mass (M1.0),
area (M0.67) and length (M0.33), (B) FL:ML (no scaling relationship) and mass:
PCSA (M0.33). Functional groups on horizontal axis: HE, hip extensors; KF,
knee flexors; HF, hip flexors; KE, knee extensors; AE, ankle extensors;
DF, digital Flexors; AF, ankle flexors; DE, digital extensors.

Fig. 4; P>0.05). Tendon efficiency did not scale with body mass,
with the scaling exponent for each tendon close to, and not
significantly different from, zero (P>0.05; Fig. 4). The scaling
relationship of tendon stiffness with body mass was significant and
positive (P<0.05) with scaling exponents for each tendon falling
between 0.5 and 0.52 (Fig. 4 and Table 4). Young’s modulus was
found to scale positively with body mass for two out of three
tendons, with scaling exponents significantly greater than zero
(P<0.05) for EDL (a=0.28) and FPD4 (a=0.33). The scaling
exponent for FPD3 (a=0.15) was not significantly different from
zero (P>0.05).
Am/At

The relationship between muscle PCSA to tendon CSA ratio (Am/At)
and body mass increased with body mass for six of the eight tendons
considered (P<0.05) thus scaling with positive allometry (a=0.21 to

Ostrich pelvic limb muscle mass broadly scaled with strong positive
allometry (M∝1.1–1.5), indicating they have the capacity for
relatively greater amounts of work as the animal grows. PCSA also
tended to scale with positive allometry (M∝0.73–1.22). Many
muscles did not scale significantly differently from M1.0, suggesting
that muscle force would be at least maintained in the larger animals,
if not enhanced. For three muscles, PCSA scaled greater than M 1.0
suggesting, for these muscles at least, force would be relatively
increased in larger birds. This is contrary to between species
observations where PCSA scales proportionally to M ∼0.8
(Alexander et al., 1981), resulting in a relative reduction in peak
muscle force with increasing size (∝M 0.74–0.8; Alexander et al.,
1981; Biewener, 1989) and creates an increasing disparity between
muscle force and gravitational loading as animals get bigger
(Biewener, 2005). This is accommodated through postural changes
and an increase in effective mechanical advantage in order for larger
animals to balance rotational moments about their limb joints
(Biewener, 1990, 1989; Snelling et al., 2017). Limb posture and
ground reaction force vector alignment with the limb do not change
significantly with increasing mass in ostriches (Smith and Wilson,
2013). Furthermore, average muscle force requirements during
locomotion scale in direct proportion to body mass in ostriches
(Smith and Wilson, 2013). This may explain the greater functional
requirement for higher peak isometric force generation in bigger
ostriches, as illustrated in this study and is seen in other ground
dwelling birds (galliform birds and ratites), which exhibit positive
allometry of muscle mass and PCSA (Lamas et al., 2014; Paxton
et al., 2010, 2014; Picasso, 2010, 2014).
A positive scaling relationship of FL:ML ratio was found for
some muscles in the proximal limb. This indicates a developmental
emphasis toward increased capacity for muscle work and range of
motion at joints and a potential requirement for greater joint range of
motion during the swing phase of running of adult ostriches
compared to juveniles. In several muscles, the FL:ML ratio scaled
negatively with body mass. This indicates optimisation for
efficiency of force generation. Many of these are distal limb
muscles with a role in body weight support (e.g. gastrocnemius,
FPD3, FPD4) and all but obturator medialis have long tendons. The
combination of short distal limb muscle fibres with long tendons is
well documented (e.g. Biewener, 1998; Wilson et al., 2001), where
it provides improved capacity for elastic energy storage and return.
Tendon morphology

The length of ostrich distal limb tendons was found to scale either
isometrically, or with positive allometry in the gastrocnemius and
two digital flexor tendons (all associated with antigravity support
and elastic energy storage during locomotion; Smith et al., 2006;
Rubenson et al., 2007). This is in line with both the scaling
relationship of segment lengths in the limb regions these tendons
cross (foot and tarsometatarsus; Smith et al., 2010) as well as
enabling greater elastic energy storage during locomotion. Previous
studies of ontogenetic scaling in other ratites have also noted
positive allometry of tendon length (Lamas et al., 2014).
Except for FPD3 (which scaled with negative allometry), tendon
CSA scaled isometrically with body mass. Two methodologies
were used to measure tendon CSA (CSAA and CSAB): these
5
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0.45; Table 3). The exceptions were fibularis longus and tibialis
cranialis, for which there was no significant scaling relationship
(P>0.05).
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Table 2. Scaling coefficients, confidence intervals and coefficient of determination (r 2) values for calculated muscle parameter ratios, as derived
from RMA regression analysis
FL:ML

Muscle mass:PCSA

Muscle

Slope

95% CI

r2

Slope

95% CI

r2

ILTC
A
FTE
FTM
FTA
FTI
ITL
FCL
FCM
CF
PIF
OM
ILF
G
FPPD3
FPD3
FPD4
FDL
FL
TC
EDL

0.06
−0.13
0.12
−0.1
−0.07
−0.18
−0.23
−0.16
−0.27
0.22
−0.23
−0.25
0.17
−0.05
0.15
−0.28
−0.22
−0.22
−0.13
−0.42
−0.08

0.04–0.08
−0.22 to −0.07
0.04–0.32
−0.17–0.01
−0.12 to −0.04
−0.31 to −0.11
−0.35 to −0.15
−0.28 to −0.10
−0.39–0.13
0.08–0.25
−0.49 to −0.11
−0.4 to −0.16
0.04–1.20
−0.08 to −0.04
0.06–0.29
−0.42 to −0.19
−0.33 to −0.14
−0.38 to −0.12
−0.22–0.08
−0.89 to −0.10
−0.61–0.07

0.75
0.51
0.34
0.18
0.02
0.11
0.47
0.15
0.42
0.58
0.48
0.35
0.19
0.72
0.40
0.67
0.64
0.0004
0.14
0.20
0.08

0.28
0.18
0.52
0.34
0.31
0.40
0.24
0.31
0.29
0.48
0.25
0.20
0.41
0.31
0.37
0.21
0.25
0.37
0.33
0.36
0.30

0.19–0.42
0.13–0.25
0.44–0.62
0.22–0.54
0.24–0.39
0.28–0.55
0.16–0.36
0.23–0.41
0.16–0.51
0.43–0.55
0.15–0.43
0.15–0.27
0.32–0.52
0.25–0.39
0.26–0.51
0.08–0.51
0.16–0.35
0.28–0.48
0.24–0.45
−0.04–0.41
0.25–0.35

0.73
0.78
0.92
0.66
0.86
0.75
0.70
0.82
0.004
0.96
0.61
0.81
0.84
0.88
0.78
0.33
0.68
0.82
0.77
0.11
0.91

their tendons than smaller ostriches, with a greater rate of increase
with body mass than observed in interspecific studies (Pollock and
Shadwick, 1994b). Comparatively, scaling of tendon CSA in the
ostrich, which appears largely isometric, differs from the positive
allometric relationship in some of the same tendons in emus
(FPPD3, FPD3, fibularis longus and FDL; Lamas et al., 2014).
The strength of some regression equations appears weaker for
comparable tendons in the emu [coefficients of variation: 0.58–0.95
(Lamas et al., 2014), versus 0.92−0.99 in this study]. The
discrepancies may also reflect the smaller size of adult emu
compared with the ostrich [the largest emu in Lamas et al. (2014)
was 64% smaller than the largest ostrich in this study]. Different
target sizes and growth rates may lead to differing ontogenetic
requirements between the two species. Additionally, the more
highly specialised nature of the ostrich as an athletic and cursorial
biped, well adapted for high speed running may impact the
requirements for tendon development. Other athletic species
(bipedal hoppers) also exhibit isometric and negative allometric
scaling of pelvic limb tendons (Snelling et al., 2017).

resulted in slightly different scaling relationships. CSAA represents
an average cross-sectional area of the entire tendon, based on the
tendon volume and using an assumed value for tendon density,
including the portion of the tendon after any splitting (e.g. to follow
several different paths into individual digits). CSAB represents the
directly measured central cross-sectional area of the portion of
tendon (thickest region) used for mechanical testing. This indicates
that any negative allometry in FPD3 might be restricted to the distal
region of this tendon. Using a data set (Smith et al., 2006) across a
limited size range, and at a later stage of development when growth
had slowed, Smith and Wilson (2013) suggested negative allometric
scaling exponents for the CSA of ostrich digital flexor tendons
(0.55) and the gastrocnemius tendon (0.54). The general trend
towards isometric scaling of tendon CSA in this study, and the
negative allometry found by Smith et al. (2006), is striking, and
broadly supports the theoretical scaling of elastic energy storage
suggested for the ostrich (Smith and Wilson, 2013). Based on an
assumption of isometry in tendon cross-sectional area, this predicts
that larger ostriches can store proportionally more elastic energy in

Table 3. Scaling coefficients, confidence intervals and coefficient of determination (r 2) values for experimentally measured tendon morphological
parameters, as derived from RMA regression analysis
Mass

Length
2

Muscle

Slope

95% CI

r

FPPD3
FPD3
FPD4
FDL
FL
G
TC
EDL

0.95
0.94
1.17
0.94
1.21
0.91
0.95
1.0

0.76–1.17
0.78–1.14
0.78–1.78
0.74–1.19
0.80–1.84
0.67–1.24
0.78–1.16
0.86–1.16

0.99
0.99
0.96
0.98
0.95
0.97
0.99
0.99

Am/At

CSAA
2

Slope

95% CI

r

0.41
0.53
0.49
0.39
0.47
0.42
0.42
0.40

0.30–0.57
0.36–0.79
0.36–0.68
0.29–0.52
0.31–0.72
0.34–0.50
0.23–0.74
0.28–0.57

0.95
0.93
0.95
0.96
0.92
0.98
0.86
0.94

2

Slope

95% CI

r

0.53
0.45
0.69
0.56
0.74
0.51
0.60
0.62

0.43–0.67
0.35–0.58
0.44–1.07
0.44–0.70
0.52–1.06
0.29–0.92
0.44–0.80
0.51–0.75

0.99
0.98
0.95
0.98
0.97
0.92
0.97
0.99

Slope

95% CI

r2

0.36
0.37
0.45
0.13
0.24
0.38
0.32
0.21

0.14–0.92
0.22–0.60
0.25–0.83
0.07–0.23
0.07–0.81
0.21–0.69
0.10–1.00
0.12–0.37

0.65
0.92
0.96
0.87
0.27
0.88
0.42
0.89

Am/At, muscle physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA)/tendon CSA; CSAA, estimated tendon CSA. All results in plain font are statistically significant (P<0.05).
Results in grey italics are not significant (P>0.05). For explanation of muscle abbreviations, see Table 1.
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Slope is scaling exponent a. All results in plain font are statistically significant (P<0.05). Results in grey italics were not significant (P>0.05). FL:ML, fascicle length
to muscle length ratio; PCSA, physiological cross-sectional area. For explanation of muscle abbreviations, see Table 1.
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Eqn 1 illustrates that, in general, stiffness decreases with decreased
tendon cross-sectional area and with increases in tendon length. Both
of which are suggested by the scaling relationships in this study. Since
tendon stiffness also depends on the material properties of a tendon,
evaluating Young’s modulus is useful. This alternative measure arises
from the stress–strain relationship and is independent of geometry. To
allow dynamically similar locomotion, Young’s modulus should
scale ∝M 0.33 (Bullimore and Burn, 2004), i.e. to a characteristic
length. Contrary to this, interspecific scaling studies indicate that
musculoskeletal tissue properties in mammals scale independently of
body mass (Weir et al., 1949; Smith and Walmsley, 1959; Currey,
1979; Biewener, 1982; Pollock and Shadwick, 1994b; Medler, 2002).
However, ontogenetically within a species, the current study suggests
that material properties (Young’s modulus) in some tendons do
indeed appear to scale as predicted by dynamic similarity. It appears
that it cannot be assumed that the inherent material properties of
biological tissues are independent of body size (as seen in many
interspecific scaling studies, e.g. Pollock and Shadwick, 1994a;
Bertram and Biewener, 1992), especially when considering growth.
Further research is required to fully explore the dynamic structure–
function relationship during this period.
The mechanisms underlying variation in tendon material
properties in response to growth and the consequential changes in
mechanical behaviour are not entirely clear (Kjaer, 2004). Structural
increases in collagen density are associated with increased tendon
stiffness (Woo et al., 1980) as are alterations to collagen fibril
orientation (Wood et al., 1988). Collagen crimp angle has been
implicated in direct modulation of the length of the toe region of the
tendon stress–strain curve (Shadwick, 1990; Shearer, 2015). This is
the region in which tendons in terrestrial animals tend to operate
(Ker et al., 1988). Recent studies in energy-storing tendons suggest
that their energy-storing capabilities may be more readily influenced
by their helical fibril arrangement (Shearer et al., 2017). The helix
angle appears to be able to tune the relative compliance or stiffness
k¼

1.0

G

Biewener (2005) suggested that ‘maintaining sufficient stiffness
may be the overriding design requirement for some tendons’.
Indeed, the need for tendons to possess an appropriate stiffness to
maintain an adequate safety margin, whilst retaining sufficient
ability to store elastic energy, is likely an important trade off and
developmental compromise. Stiff tendons require more force to
stretch them, are stronger (Matson et al., 2012) and more suited for
transfer of muscle power to the skeleton. Compliant tendons are
more suited to spring-like behaviour and storage and release of
elastic energy. The limb stiffness in large ostriches is comparable
with other animals of similar size (25 kN m−1 versus 30 kN m−1;
Smith et al., 2010; Farley et al., 1993), suggesting that the scaling
relationship could arise out of developmental constraints to reach
the required adult properties, and that small and immature ostriches
may be, by necessity, ‘overdesigned’.
Changes to tendon stiffness through growth in the ostrich are
consistent with studies in pigs and rabbits which found that mature
animals have stiffer tendons than their immature counterparts
(Shadwick, 1990; Nakagawa et al., 1996). However, whilst we find
that tendon stiffness is numerically higher in mature animals (e.g. 15
(youngest) to 433 (mature) N mm−1 in FPD3), the negative
allometry means that this disparity is not as large as one might
expect. The stiffness (k) of a tendon in its linear region depends
on the Young’s modulus (E), cross-sectional area (A) and length (l ),
as follows:

Fig. 3. Scaling exponents and 95% confidence intervals for individual
pelvic limb tendons. (A) Tendon mass. (B) Tendon length. (C) Tendon CSAA.
Vertical dotted lines group tendons by muscle–tendon unit function, which from
left to right are: (1) ankle extension and knee flexion; (2) ankle extension and
digital flexion; (3) ankle extension; (4) ankle flexion; (5) digital extension.
Horizontal dashed lines represent predicted isometric scaling exponents.
Muscle abbreviations: G, gastrocnemius; FPPD3, flexor perforans et
perforatus digiti III; FPD3, flexor perforatus digiti III; FPD4, flexor perforatus
digiti IV; FDL, flexor digitorum longus; FL, fibularis longus; TC, tibialis cranialis;
EDL, extensor digitorum longus.

Tendon stiffness and material properties

Tendon stiffness scaled ∝M 0.51. For some quadrupedal mammals
and macropodidae, dynamic similarity is evident from stiffness
scaling with M 0.67 (Farley et al., 1993). In contrast, the stiffness of
ostrich distal limb tendons consistently scales with negative
allometry with body mass. Whole limb stiffness in the ostrich
also scales with negative allometry (∝M 0.59) implying
proportionally greater leg length change during running in larger
birds (Smith et al., 2010). These findings are consistent with the
supposition that this greater leg length change in adult birds would
be facilitated by more compliant distal limb tendons.
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Table 4. Scaling coefficients, confidence intervals and coefficient of determination (r 2) values for experimentally measured tendon mechanical
properties, as derived from RMA regression analysis
Stiffness

CSAB
2

Tendon

Slope

r

EDL
FPD3
FPD4

0.59 (0.48–0.72)
0.65 (0.57–0.74)
0.69 (0.55–0.85)

0.95
0.96
0.93

Energy stored
2

Slope

r

0.52 (0.46–0.60)
0.5 (0.43–0.59)
0.5 (0.42–0.60)

0.93
0.92
0.97

Energy returned
2

Slope

r

1.09 (0.91–1.30)
0.86 (0.62–1.17)
1.09 (0.82–1.44)

0.97
0.91
0.93

Hysteresis
2

Slope

r

1.1 (0.94–1.28)
1.07 (0.66–1.29)
1.1 (0.83–1.45)

0.87
0.88
0.93

Young’s modulus
2

Slope

r

0.01 (0.05–0.03)
−0.02 (−0.05 to −0.01)
0.02 (0.022–0.01)

0.01
0.14
0.39

Slope

r2

0.28 (0.21–0.38)
0.15 (0.073–0.37)
0.33 (0.12–0.59)

0.92
0.4
0.75

Slope is scaling exponent a; 95% CI for slope is shown in parentheses. CSAB, cross-sectional area of the central part of the tendon sample. All results in plain font
are statistically significant (P<0.05). Results in grey italics are not significant (P>0.05). EDL, extensor digitorum longus; FPD3, flexor perforatus digitorum III;
FPD4, flexor perforatus digitorum IV.

Tendon ‘safety’ and energy-storing capacity

For tendons and ligaments, a trade-off exists in terms of design for
adequate strength versus achieving high-energy savings (Biewener
and Blickhan, 1988). High strength and high ‘safety factor’
minimise the probability of failure, whilst tendons specialised for
elastic energy storage tend to operate at much lower safety factors,
perhaps at the cost of the maximum locomotor performance (e.g.
speed, acceleration) that can be achieved. Whilst most tendons
appear to have higher than expected safety factors (Ker et al., 1988),
some (particularly in highly specialised cursors such as some
ungulates and the ostrich) function close to their safety limit
(Biewener, 1998; Birch, 2007). Differential scaling relationships of
tendon versus muscle cross-sectional area with size in this study
suggest a potential trade off in tendon safety factor in the adult
ostrich. Whilst tendon CSA appears to scale with isometry, or in
some cases mild negative allometry, muscle PCSA scales
consistently with strong positive allometry. This disparity results
in Am/At ∝M0.21–0.45 and suggests considerably greater tendon
strains in the major digital flexor tendons in adult birds during
maximal locomotor activities. Adult ostrich tendons therefore likely
operate closer to their safety limit than their juvenile counterparts,
reflecting a design for enhanced elastic energy storage in adults and,

Does not scale
0.67

1.0
FPD4

Efficiency

FPD3

Young’s modulus

EDL

CSA

potentially, a requirement to minimise tendon compliance to
improve positional control in juvenile birds (Biewener, 2005).
Enhancement of elastic energy storage in adult ostriches is
supported by our measurements of tendon properties: tendon
energy storage and return were found to scale to M1.01 (∝M0.89–1.09).
A more relevant way to express tendon energy storage is as energy
stored per stride. Using the relationship of Bullimore and Burn
(2005), this is proportional to the product of body mass and the
energy stored per unit volume of tendon, such that:
Elastic energy storage per stride / M  M 1:01 ¼ M 2:01 :

ð2Þ

This greatly exceeds that previously predicted for the scaling of
tendon elastic energy storage per stride (∝M1.14; Bullimore and
Burn, 2005) but is close to the theoretical scaling based on an
ontogenetic series of biomechanical data from running ostriches
(∝M1.90; Smith and Wilson, 2013). This suggests that the amount of
energy storage in elastic elements increases at a far greater rate than
the increase in size: a trend previously observed between species of
differing size, although to a lesser degree (Alexander et al., 1981;
Bennett and Taylor, 1995; Reilly et al., 2007).
Our values for the total functional elastic energy storage within
the ostrich limb during locomotion are estimates: other structures in
addition to distal limb tendons, including proximal tendinous
structures, ligaments, fascia and aponeuroses may also contribute
(Ettema and Huijing, 1989; Lichtwark and Wilson, 2005; Roberts
et al., 1997). Similarly, our mechanical tests used only the central
portion of the distal limb tendons (neglecting functionally and
anatomically more complex tendons within the foot). Our loading
protocol was also basic, using a simple cyclic sinusoidal wave, so
cannot fully represent tendon behaviour in vivo across the full range
of locomotor behaviours. However, despite these limitations, our
findings support the theory that ostriches display a significant
increase in locomotor economy through ontogeny as a result of
greater elastic energy storage with increasing body size (Smith and
Wilson, 2013). Furthermore, the rate of this increase may be greater
than earlier predictions illustrating the likely biological importance
of locomotor economy in adult ostriches.

Energy released
Energy stored

Statistical power and limitations

Stiffness
0

0.5

1.0

1.5

Scaling exponent
Fig. 4. Scaling exponents and 95% confidence intervals for physical and
mechanical properties of selected pelvic limb tendons. Black dotted line
represents scaling exponent of zero. Red dashed line represents theoretical
scaling of tendon stiffness as well as the predicted isometric scaling
relationship for tendon CSA. Dashed grey line indicates proportional scaling
with body mass. FPD4, flexor perforatus digiti IV, FPD3, flexor perforatus digiti
III; EDL, extensor digitorum longus.

Brown and Vavrek (2015) show that for intraspecific scaling studies
with sample sizes less than ∼70, the likelihood of ‘false isometry’
(type II error) is reasonably high, and higher than the likelihood of
obtaining ‘false allometry’. The current study was restricted in its
sample size because of the challenges in accessing cadaver material
of an exotic species, reared in controlled conditions and similar
husbandry across a wide size range. We, therefore, acknowledge that
for some muscles and parameters that exhibit a high degree of
natural variation, there is a reasonable possibility of false isometry.
However, since the likelihood of false allometry is not closely
linked to sample size (Brown and Vavrek, 2015), the positive and
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of a tendon independently of the crimp angle, influencing the full
length of the stress–strain curve. It is possible that such changes
impact the elastic modulus of tendon during growth, although there
do not appear to be any published studies specifically considering
the organisation of collagen fibrils during ontogeny.

negative allometric relationships indicated should not be adversely
affected by type II errors associated with low subject numbers.
Measurement errors are always a possibility in anatomical
studies: these were minimised by using a standard cadaver storage
and dissection protocol for all cadavers carried out by the same two
experienced investigators working together. A sensitivity analysis,
carried out to investigate the influence of error – due to
natural variation or hypothetical measurement errors during data
collection – on the scaling relationships shown, indicated that
sensitivity to error varied depending on both muscle and
measurement parameters. The full analysis for individual muscles/
tendons is provided in the Appendix. In summary, the resultant
errors introduced into the regression slopes were mostly small, fell
within the confidence intervals of the original regression equations
and did not alter the main conclusions of this study.
An oblique pennation angle within a muscle may cause it to
experience a loss in vector force along its line of pull. PCSA values
were not corrected for pennation angle (as per Smith et al., 2006, for
example). There is convincing evidence that pennation angle alters
substantially during muscle contraction (e.g. Herbert and Gandevia,
1995; Azizi et al., 2008) as well as being influenced by joint
position during the storage of frozen cadavers, and so we were not
comfortable with its use as a correction factor in this instance. This
may therefore result in PCSA being overestimated in some more
pennate muscles (by approximately 14% for a pennation of 30 deg)
such as the femorotibialis group, flexor cruris medialis and ambiens.
Our data for PCSA are also estimated based on previous
measures of muscle density in mammals (Mendez and Keys,
1960) and assume that muscle density is similar across all
muscles and birds in our study. This may not be correct if muscle
density changes with body mass. Muscle density is known to
change with tissue hydration and such hydration effects can
impact PCSA estimations by 5–10% (Ward and Lieber, 2005).
Similarly, our methodology for calculating CSAA used a
predetermined value for tendon density (Ker, 1981), which
may have introduced error into the values if tendon density
changes with body mass. Establishing detailed ontogenetic
scaling relationships for muscle and tendon density was,
however, beyond the scope of the current study.
Our data are derived from mechanical testing based on loads at 3%
strain, a value at the lower end of estimates of in vivo tendon strain
during running in birds (Biewener and Roberts, 2000; Buchanan and
Marsh, 2001) but which produced reliable and repeatable data across
the full size range of our samples. The restriction of our data set to 3%
strain was necessary, since some tendons from very small birds were
stretched to failure beyond this; additionally, adequate clamping of
larger tendons for testing at high strains was problematic. 3% strain
reflects the more commonly utilised range of tendon stress and strain
during sub-maximal locomotor behaviours but is not representative of
maximum in vivo tendon strains during running. Further investigations
are required to understand how our findings are relevant to maximal
locomotor performance, when tendons operate far closer to their safety
limits. Similarly, it is difficult to rule out unequal stress in larger
tendons (e.g. reduced stress in the central core); this is a known
difficulty with in vitro tendon testing methodologies. However, we
were as rigorous as possible in minimising the potential for clampinginduced artefacts and followed standard and previously published
protocols (e.g. Vereecke and Channon, 2013). Finally, we
mechanically tested tendons based on consistent maximum strain
values, and a consistent loading rate across body size; future in vitro or,
ideally, in vivo data are required to fully validate the impact of our
choice of loading conditions on our conclusions.
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Conclusions

In summary, we examined the intraspecific scaling of muscle–
tendon morphology and tendon mechanical and material properties
in ostriches. We highlight that both muscle mass and cross-sectional
area are relatively greater in larger birds, consistent with a
requirement for larger birds to maintain or reduce muscle stresses,
to compensate for the lack of alteration of limb posture with body
mass. Tendon stiffness scaled with negative allometry, most likely a
function of the body mass dependence of tendon material properties
during maturation and development, as well as changes in tendon
geometry. This apparent ‘design’ for enhanced elastic energy
storage and release in larger birds is supported by previously
published predictions and highlights a likely functional requirement
for greater energy savings in elastic elements in adult ostriches.
Appendix
Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analysis was carried out to investigate the influence of
any measurement error (either caused by individual variation
between birds, or due to hypothetical measurement errors during
data collection); 10% and 50% changes to measurement values were
chosen to represent each of these scenarios. These changes were
applied to the smallest birds, which due to their small size would be
likely to be most sensitive to measurement error and due to their
presence at one extreme of the regression line, most likely to
influence the slope of the regression equation.
Sensitivity to error varied depending on both muscle, and
measurement parameter. Full analysis for individual muscles/
tendons is provided in Figs S1–S6. The average errors for each
parameter are provided in Table A1.
Across most parameters, output errors are small at 10% error
(below 5% for all but three parameters). The absolute output values
for the slope of the regression lines, following the introduction of
error, still fall within the confidence intervals of the original
regression analyses, suggesting that individual anatomical variation
of the smallest ostriches is unlikely to have influenced the main
outcomes of this study. This is also the case at the 50% level where,
whilst output errors are higher, absolute measurement values fall
comfortably within confidence intervals of the regression lines.
Large output errors were seen for tendon hysteresis; however, the
values for this parameter are near zero (this parameter was found not
Table A1. Mean error (%) in slope of the regression line for
measurement parameters in this study
Parameter

Error (%) at 10% change

Error (%) at 50% change

Muscle mass
Muscle PCSA
Muscle length
Fascicle length
FL:ML ratio
Mass: PCSA ratio
Tendon mass
Tendon length
Tendon CSAA
Tendon CSAB
Tendon stiffness
Hysteresis
Energy stored
Energy returned
Young’s modulus
Am/At

1.2
1.4
3.7
2.1
11.8
2.4
2.0
4.2
3.2
1.6
0.6
83.3
0.7
0.6
3.4
5.3

4.2
4.3
13.7
10.8
24.1
9.2
7.9
17.8
13.1
3.2
3.9
183.3
3.1
2.8
9.2
17.2

Errors are provided for both a 10% and 50% level of change to the smallest
hatchling values for each parameter.
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to scale with muscle mass) and small changes inevitably result in a
large percentage error. The absolute values of hysteresis following
the introduction of 10 and 50% error are still close to zero and the
interpretation of the study results does not change on this basis.
Average output errors are also relatively high for FL:ML ratio. This
reflects large output error for six muscles, which is due to their small
numerical values. The absolute values for this parameter following
the introduction of both 10 and 50% error still fall within the
confidence intervals of the original regression analysis.
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